An archaeologist becomes a guardian of...
Before dawn on May 31, 2014, 40,000 Turkish Muslims assembled on mats in front of Istanbul’s Hagia Sophia Museum in an organized prayer of protest calling for the famed basilica’s conversion back to a mosque. Tuğba Tanyeri-Erdemir was there, and as far as she could tell, she was one of just three women in the vast crowd not wearing a headscarf. For Tanyeri-Erdemir (GRS’05), this was neither worship nor activism: it was fieldwork.

It could be said that the future of the Hagia Sophia is the future of Turkey. No physical structure embodies Turkey’s increasingly fractured society more boldly than the iconic domed edifice. The Hagia Sophia, which translates to “Divine Wisdom,” became a museum in the early 20th century after a millennium as an Eastern Orthodox cathedral and the seat of the Patriarchate of Constantinople. It was an Ottoman mosque for more than 500 years after that, and finally became the opulent attraction it is today. Completed in 537, the structure’s story is Turkey’s—Christian rule toppled by Islamic rule, followed by the restive, Europe-leaning secular regime of founding father and first Turkish president Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. The Hagia Sophia has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1985 and is a secular rebuke to calls for sectarian rule in a nation that is 98 percent Islamic.

As a Turkish-born archaeologist who studies the history of religious sites around the
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world, Tanyeri-Erdemir is captivated by the simmering debate over the nearly 1,500-year-old building. She believes that archaeologists like herself are the guardians of structures like this one, and she routinely speaks out about what she sees as her government’s brazen disregard for its historic sites and the threat to archaeological treasures posed by Turkey’s recent building boom.

Born to secular Muslim parents who were both physicians, Tanyeri-Erdemir received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in archaeology and art history at Ankara’s Bil Kent University before earning a doctorate in archaeology at BU. Progressive and outspoken in her commitment to inclusiveness and freedom of expression in a nation where human rights are increasingly under siege, she has written about experiencing the sting of tear gas while joining her students in protest. She is married to Aykan Erdemir, a Harvard-educated anthropologist and member of Parliament in the main opposition Republican People’s Party.

In the past few months, Islamic groups calling the conversion of what the Turks call Ayasofya back to a mosque have been gathering in demonstrations of their will. Now, Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan (recently elected the republic’s president as well) is publicly expressing hope for the Hagia Sophia’s conversion, and he is suggesting he may lead prayers there himself.

With its sweeping harbor and fabled skyline, Istanbul looms large in
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. In a nation once held up as a model of moderate Islamic rule, the strong-arm government is teetering amid charges of corruption, censorship, and brutality. The country is also cosmopolitan and prosperous, with one of the fastest growing economies in the region.

According to Stephen Kinzer (CAS’73), a veteran foreign correspondent and a former BU College of Communication lecturer, it has changed more politically in the last 10 years than it had in the previous 80. Turkey has been pacing hopefully outside the century deed signed by the conquering Caliph and denied as sin other uses of the Hagia Sophia. As the debate on the Hagia Sophia’s future heats up, it has cast embers out into a world jittery from the violent aftermath of the Arab Spring. Also in May, the conservative United States Commission on International Religious Freedom condemned a bill introduced in the Turkish Parliament to convert the museum back to a mosque, which the organization fears could deepen the wedge between the Turkish government and the country’s Christian minority.

But Tanyeri-Erdemir and many of her fellow scholars believe that with careful oversight and respect for all faiths, the Hagia Sophia can remain a museum and a symbol of pluralistic hope. This year, Tanyeri-Erdemir was given the Young Scientist Award by Turkey’s Science Academy for her project on the effect of secularizing “museumification” practices on religious sites, from the Hagia Sophia to smaller converted sites dotting Turkey’s antiquity-rich landscape.

The first scholar to devote herself to studying and comparing the nuances and broader implications of this and the conversion to mosques of two similar sites, Tanyeri-Erdemir has been part of numerous interdisciplinary investigations combining archaeological, historical, and anthropological perspectives. “In a Middle East where interreligious tensions are rising,” she says, “having a better understanding of differing perspectives on multilayered sacred sites, such as the Hagia Sophia, is crucial to develop strategies that can help save those edifices.”

The first phase of Tanyeri-Erdemir’s Hagia Sophia research was a detailed architectural and social historical study. She is now deep into phase two, probing current debates on the change of the status of the monument. In addition to interviewing protesters after the mass morning prayer, she will spend the next year and a half weaving a scholarly tapestry from interviews with museum personnel, Muslim leaders, major columnists weighing in on both sides of the debate, and academics, as well as Christian patriarchs.

During the May demonstration, Tanyeri-Erdemir, who often gathers information through participant observation and interviews, asked Muslim protesters what the Hagia Sophia meant to them and found that in spite of its being a museum for nearly a century, and in spite of its long era as a Byzantine church, it remains, to them, a sacred place. Some believe that the first Muslim to pray there was assured entry to paradise.

How can these powerful beliefs be accommodated in a secular place open to all? Tanyeri-Erdemir believes it is possible, even for the Hagia Sophia. She is not a strategist, but her goal is to help find a way that the site can honor its sacred past. She is laying the groundwork, hoping that her scholarship informs and provokes those who have a hand in the Hagia Sophia’s future.